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from the cover:
Firefighter Jesse Middleton received the Medal of Valor on October 5, 2021, for his bravery off duty. He interceded
when he witnessed a man physically harming a woman and her family. Diverting the aggressor to himself, Firefighter
Middleton became the recipient of the abusive behavior, keeping the woman and her family out of harms way until
law enforcement arrived. Also shown is Fire Chief Bryan Collins (left) and Deputy Fire Chief Frank Soto Jr. (right).
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Message from
the fire chief
On behalf of the dedicated men and women of the

not only strengthens our response capabilities,

Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD), it is my

but also provides our firefighters with a safer,

pleasure to present the department’s 2021 Annual

more efficient response platform. Some of SVFD’s

Report.

construction projects were delayed until 2022

In 2021, the department continued to face the
frequent challenges and uncertainties of the ongoing
pandemic. Along with the increased demand for
emergency services, it was the department’s dual

because of supply chain and material acquisition
issues, but we fully anticipate that those projects will
commence early in 2022 and be completed by year’s
end.

responsibility to protect its employees. We worked

As we move into 2022, we will continue to work hard

through mandatory healthcare-provider vaccinations

to reduce risk to our communities through outreach

and the shifting regulatory requirements, and

and public awareness/education, enforcement of

through it all, SVFD employees continued to deliver

fire and life safety standards, and by preventing or

the high level of emergency response that our

mitigating many of the direct causes of emergency

communities expect, with no disruptions in service

incidents.

or operational capabilities. From every level of the
organization, SVFD employees responded by working

Our ability to be successful is only achieved through

longer and harder than ever to meet our community’s

the collective efforts of our employees’ and our

needs.

public’s support. Without the incredible backing from
the communities we serve, many of the successes

Last spring, SVFD was awarded “reaccreditation”

that you will read about later in this report would

status by the Centers for Public Safety Excellence

not have been achievable. This ongoing and growing

(CPSE) and the Commission on Fire Accreditation

support is the energy that fuels the dedicated men

International (CFAI). SVFD will maintain its accredited

and women of SVFD and provides us the incentive

status for another five years through 2026. This is

to push even harder to innovate and deliver the

the third time that SVFD has earned this prestigious

excellent services that our communities expect and

recognition, which demonstrates our agency’s

deserve.

commitment to continuous improvement and best
practices. SVFD is the only CFAI Accredited Public Fire

We have designed this annual report to highlight our

Department on the eastside of the state and one of

performance and accomplishments during 2021. I

five in the entire state of Washington. This accredited

believe that these pages will make you as proud as

status helps ensure our agency is one where service

we all are to live, work, and play in the “Spokane

excellence and fiduciary responsibility are not just a

Valley.”

slogan, but how we operate.
Investment in capital projects continued in 2021,
when SVFD was able to replace ageing response
apparatus with new, modern fire apparatus,
including engines and ladder trucks. This investment

With great respect,

Bryan Collins
Fire Chief
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significant incidents

Jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

Community Risk
Reduction Week
focuses on the
5 E's:

Sound Off Pilot
Program

Cares Money for
Zoll Devices

Chicken Coop
Fires on the
Increase

Malden Fire
Truck Donation

Apartment Fires
on the Rise

•
•
•
•

Education
Engineering
Enforcement
Emergency
Response
• Economic
Incentive
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New Deputy
Chief, Frank Soto
Jr. joins SVFD

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

Brian Asmus
joins SVFD
Board of Fire
Commissioners

SVFD Chief
Bryan Collins
announces
retirement date
for 2022

9/11 20th
Anniversary
Ceremony

Fire Prevention
Week

Virtual Bike
Rodeo begins for
Bike Safety and
Kids

SVFD Launches
Ring program
alerting
neighbors
when a fire has
occurred nearby

SVFD earns
Re-Accreditation
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About spokane
valley fire
Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD)
was established in 1940. SVFD proudly
serves the Cities of Spokane Valley,
Liberty Lake, Millwood, and parts of
unincorporated Spokane County,
including the communities of Otis
Orchards, Pasadena Park, Greenacres,
and the area surrounding Liberty Lake
with a combined population of 136,000.
SVFD firefighters and paramedics provide
a variety of fire, rescue, and emergency
medical services (EMS). We also provide
fire prevention, commercial property
inspections and public education about
fire and life safety.

Spokane Valley Fire is an Accredited Fire
Agency and has an overall Washington
Survey and Rating Bureau (WSRB) rating
of Class 2 in our municipal areas — Cities
of Liberty Lake, Millwood, and
Spokane Valley — and a Class 3
in our unincorporated service
areas of Otis Orchards and Greenacres.
We operate 10 fire stations, a Fleet
Maintenance Facility, a Training Center,
and an administrative office building
located at 2120 N. Wilbur. We employ
about 200 personnel – 90 percent are
uniformed personnel, and the remainder
are civilian support staff employees.

Spokane Valley Fire Department Board of Fire Commissioners
Shown l-r: Bill Anderson; Brian Asmus (July-December); Patrick Burch; John Guarisco; Mike Kester. Not pictured: Mike
Pearson (January-June).
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Legend

Station Service Areas

Municipal Boundaries

South Valley Station #9

SVFD Boundary

A

Administration

T

Training/Maintenance

University #1

Edgecliff #6

Millwood #2

Evergreen #7

Liberty Lake #3

Pinecroft #8

Otis Orchards #4

South Valley #9

Sullivan #5

Greenacres #10

SPOKANE VALLEY FIRE DISTRICT MAP

vision
mission
values

Pursuing Excellence
We are professionals who care for our community
through emergency response and risk reduction.
Community Focus • Stewardship • Compassion
Professionalism • Integrity
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pursuing excellence
through standards
of practicE
Spokane Valley Fire Department
is Accredited by the Commission
on Fire Accreditation
International (CFAI).

“Accreditation is the mark of an agency that
understands the importance of continuous
improvement,” said Fire Chief, Bryan Collins.
“SVFD provides high quality emergency
services, but we are always looking to
improve. Accreditation promotes excellence
and encourages quality improvement leading
to higher service delivery levels for citizens.”
The Accreditation process enables fire and
emergency service agencies to examine past,
current and future service levels and internal
performance and compare them to industry best
practices. This allows the organization to determine
community risk and safety needs and develop
community-specific Standards of Cover, evaluate
the performance of the Department, and establish
a method for achieving continuous organizational
improvement.

* The EMS Division transitioned to the Zoll suite of cardiac devices.
These devises included new 12-lead monitors, AEDs, and
automated CPR compressions devices (Auto-Pulse). This equipment
has allowed the SVFD to integrate new technology to reinforce best
practices and identify opportunities for improvement to continually
focus on the delivery of cutting-edge EMS service delivery.
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1
2
3
4

accreditation
strategic plan

• PIT CREW CPR and Stop the Bleed Training
• Zoll Devices - The EMS Division transitioned to the
Zoll suite of cardiac devices. These devises included
new 12-lead monitors, AEDs, and automated CPR
compressions devices (Auto-Pulse). This equipment
has allowed the SVFD to integrate new technology to
reinforce best practices and identify opportunities
for improvement to continually focus on the
delivery of cutting-edge EMS service delivery.

capital plan

quality EMS Practices

• PIT CREW CPR and Stop the Bleed Training
• Zoll Devices*
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The four-year M&O
Replacement Levy provides
essential funding for the

buildings
• Completed Paperwork for New Maintenance Facility Building (located
on same site as the new Station 11).

continued delivery of highquality fire, rescue, and
emergency medical services
to a growing population of
more than 136,000 citizens
across the greater Spokane
Valley including Liberty Lake,
Millwood, and Otis Orchards.

Levy dollars in action

Equipment purchased
•
•
•
•

1 Inmar Boat and Trailer (shown at right)
3 Pierce Enforcer Engines
2 Prevention Trucks
1 Spartan Tiller Ladder Truck
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Finance
funding

Taxes
$46,258,607 92.77%

The majority of funding is received
from the regular property tax
and the voted excess levy. SVFD
also receives funding from fire
permits and fire mobilization
reimbursements.

Expense summary
The SVFD budget is broken into
four major categories:
• Wages/Benefits
• Maintenance/Operations
(supplies and services)
• Capital (buildings
and apparatus)
• Transfer to the LEOFF
I Pension Fund

Program expenses
The SVFD budget is broken down
to seven major divisions:
• Operations (fire suppression/
emergency medical services)
• Administration
• Capital
• Prevention
• Training
• Facilities
• Shop (apparatus
maintenance)

Fees for Services
$1,021,137 2.05%
Grants
$1,735,047 3.48%

total

$49,864,595

Wages/Benefits
$33,255,175 75.35%

Miscellaneous
$849,802 1.70%

Maintenance/Operations
$6,218,168 14.10%
LEOFF 1 Pension Transfer
$1,000,000 2.27%

total

$44,136,306

Capital
$3,214,870 7.28%

Administration
$5,928,360 13.43%

Operations
$31,270,642 70.85%

Capital
$3,214,870 7.28%
Prevention
$1,746,693 3.96%

total

$44,136,306

Training
$553,925 1.26%
Facilities
$672,356 1.52%
Shop
$748,727 1.70%
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call types and volumes 2021
average

calls per day

63

ems
response
18,358

total calls
for service
22,433

fire
response
EMS - BLS & ALS

18,358

Fire - Structure/Vehicle/Brush/Alarm

1,079

MVA (motor vehicle accident)

1,192

All Other

1,804

[82%
12

1,079

of calls are
EMS related

]

calls by station 2021
Edgecliff

Millwood

Pinecroft

Sullivan

Otis Orchards

6306 E. Sprague

9111 E. Frederick

2110 N. Wilbur

15510 E. Marietta

22405 E. Wellesley

#6
1,587

#2
1,637

#8
5,118

#5
1,265

#4
857

Future Station #11
Barker & Garland

4
11
2
5

8

3
6

10

1
7

9

#1
3,218

#9
1,227

#7
2,734

#10
3,717

#3
1,509

University

South Valley

Evergreen

Greenacres

Liberty Lake

10319 E. Sprague

12121 E. 32nd

1121 S. Evergreen

17217 S. Sprague

21300 E. Country Vista Dr.
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Emergency medical
All Firefighters of the SVFD
are Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMTs),
with approximately 82%
trained to Paramedic
standards. Medical
response needs continue
to be the #1 call every
year. Because of this,
the use of Alternative
Response Units (ARUs)
brings emergency
medical care to our
citizens in a responsive
and cost-effective
manner.

ROSC **
Patient
Survival Rate
# of Patients
Survived/Total #
of Patients
Event Type

Asystole - lack of heart rhythm
VF - abnormal heart rhythm
VT - fast heart rhythm
Other - any other abnormal
rhythm outside of VF/VT

(Return of Spontaneous Circulation) after just chest
compressions is as follows for non-traumatic arrests:

53.8% 76.5% 72.7% 24.1% 52.9% 61.5%
7/13

13/17

8/11

7/29

9/17

8/13

Witnessed
bystander
Asystole

Witnessed
bystander
VF/VT

Witnessed
bystander
other rhythm

Unwitnessed
bystander
Asystole

Unwitnessed
bystander
VF/VT

Unwitnessed
bystander
other rhythm

cardiac arrest survival rates *
Patient
Survival Rate

17.5%

29.3%

13.6%

52.9%

69.2%

# of Patients

114

41

59

17

13

Overall for
non-traumatic
cardiac arrest

Witnessed by
bystander

Unwitnessed

Utstein**
(witnessed
and found
in shockable
rhythm)

Utstein
Bystander**
(Utstein +
bystander
CPR/AED)

Event Type

ABOVE DATA IS FROM 2020

* From CARES reporting (Cardiac Arrest Registry to Enhance Survival)

total # of
paramedics

48

14

total # of
emts

124

** ROSC is the major metric we focus on. It is based on EMS performance on scene.
Utstein and Utstein Bystander are also important metrics, but they incorporate the
actions taken after the patient has transported to the hospital for definitive care.

services

BLS Basic life support. First aid and transport of injuries and illnesses by
emergency medical technicians.

ALS Advanced life support. More critical patients receiving medical
assessment, treatment, and transport by a paramedic. ALS level 2
transports are the highest level of care, involving paramedic interventions
such as multiple medications, airway management and defibrillation.

At the heart of SREC are the talented Professionals who are here to answer 9-1-1 or Crime
Check calls, dispatch responders, and administer, support, and maintain all the necessary
systems that are needed to accomplish our mission. Our team continues to navigate all the
changes and progression that a dynamic Communications Center needs to develop, all while
concentrating on getting the ‘right resources to the right location with an uncompromising
focus on responder and citizen safety.’ We are grateful for their hard work and dedication to
the responders and citizens of Spokane County.” – Lori Markham, SREC Executive Director

2021
total calls

592,065
Spokane regional
emergency
communications
(SREC)

911

2021
calls for svfd

22,433
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employees by gender

By retirEment eligibility*

Male 180 (92.31%)

Eligible 41 (21.03%)

Female 15 (7.69%)

Ineligible 154 (78.97%)
( > =53 yrs old )

employees by Battalion

median age by Battalion

158
52
26
Admin

16

Operations

9

2

Prevention

Shop

Admin

employees
by job title

employees
by Station

Firefighter 82
Captain 39
Engineer 33
Admin Assistant 6
Battalion Chief 6
Assistant Fire Marshal 3
Deputy Chief 3
Division Chief 3
Inspector 2
Mechanic 2
Utility Part Time 2
Admin Assistant Part Time 1
Community Affairs 1
Community Risk 1
Deputy Fire Marshal 1
Finance Director 1
Fire Data Analyst 1
Fire Protection Engineer 2
Help Desk Technician 1
Human Resources 1
IS Specialist 1
Office Assistant 1
Systems Admin 1
Systems Analyst 1

Unassigned 4
Valley Command 9
University 16
Millwood 12
Liberty Lake 11
Otis Orchards 11
Sullivan 12
Edgecliff 13
Evergreen 14
Pinecroft 20
South Valley 14
Greenacres - 22
Shop Tower Facility 2
Administration 26
Prevention 9
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Firefighters completed
their probationary
year successfully.

42
Operations

52

47

Prevention

Shop

total
Personnel

195
total
fleet units

79

comprised of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 staff units
10 Trailers
1 Boat
3 Ladder Trucks
14 Engines
1 Rescue
3 Brush Trucks
3 Command Trucks
1 Special Ops Unit
2 Squads
1 Safety Truck
1 RTF Truck
1 Communications Unit
2 Water Rescue
1 SCBA Unit

new units
delivered
•
•
•
•
•

1 Ladder
2 Boats
2 Trailers
1 UTV
1 Hazmat Truck

new units
awaiting
delivery
• 3 Pierce Enforcer
Engines
• 2 Prevention
Trucks

growth , safety,
and training
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Prevention & community
risk reduction

Fire Marshal Greg Rogers

The Prevention Division measures
participation in public events,
smoke alarm installations, school
program participation, and annual
incident data. Community Risk
Reduction (CRR) is communityfocused and employs the full
spectrum of risk-reduction tools.
It allows SVFD to identify highrisk neighborhoods, determine
hazards, build community
partnerships, improve safety,
and form effective strategies with
limited resources. Community

Risk Reduction is a gateway to
the reinvention of the fire service
culture, utilizing a data-driven
process to change how fire
service organizations handle
public safety responsibilities. The
initiatives SVFD has developed
under Community Risk Reduction
require a new approach at
organizational and community
levels. These changes improve
efficiencies, making it possible to
be more effective in saving lives
and property.

2021 prevention accomplishments

1,001 permits
BY TYPE
Building Plan Review ..... 108
Compressed Gasses ....... 28
Event ............................. 36
Fire Alarm ..................... 69
Fire Sprinkler ................ 135
Fireworks ...................... 15
Grading ......................... 95
Hood ............................. 24
Other ............................ 34
Plat ............................. . 64
Plat Pre Approval .......... 141
Racking ......................... 16
Tank .............................. 6
Solar ............................. 64
Tenant Improvement .... 166

plan
reviews

1,650

permit
inspections

1,019

69 investigations
CAUSE OF FIRE
Accidental ............... 40
Incendiary .............. 19
Undetermined ......... 10
BUILDING VALUE SAVED/LOST
Saved (96%) ............ $50,141,990
Lost (4%) ............... $2,274,385
BUILDING CONTENT SAVED/LOST
Saved (59%) ............ $655,836
Lost (41%) ............... $459,044
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fire
investigations

69

CRR School Programs
SVFD met with the three school districts in
our jurisdiction (CVSD, EVSD, and WVSD) in the
spring to discuss the 2021-2022 school year.
All three districts agreed on the plans for the
2021-2022 school year.
SVFD joined the Washington State Fire
Marshal’s Office (SFMO) in a pilot of a new
elementary school fire safety program. The
WA SFMO is a FEMA grant sub-recipient and
is participate in Sound Off with the Home
Fire Safety Patrol. The program is designed
to teach elementary school children how to
stay safe from fire. Program elements include
learning about home fire hazards, as well as
smoke alarms and home fire escape drills.
This program is positioned to be delivered to
the 3rd grade students. We began with the
schools in WVSD this fall and will deliver the
program to CVSD and EVSD this spring.

CRR in the community
SMOKE ALARM INSTALLS
Homes Entered ...... 280
Alarms Installed ..... 714
FIRE SAFETY TALKS
Events ................... 8
Attendees .............. 150
COMMUNITY PR EVENTS
Events ................... 1
Attendees .............. 33

Our Junior Fire Marshal program was
delivered to the 2nd grade students
throughout the month of October, Fire
Prevention Month. This program encourages
students to learn about home fire safety
through their role as a Junior Fire Marshals.
This program includes in-class lessons as well
as return visits by our on-duty crews.

Smoke Alarm blitz with community partner, Novelis.

Community Risk Reduction is
a gateway to the reinvention of
the fire service culture."
– Greg Rogers, SVFD Fire Marshal
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fire death
statistics
2017-2021

60/40
60%

80%
75%

60%

80%

5/692
HOW MANY
PEOPLE HAVE
DIED FROM
FIRES?

WHAT AREA
OF THE HOME
WAS THE FIRE'S
ORIGIN?

Out of of 692*
fires, 5 people
have died.

80% of fires
started in
the living or
bedroom.

1 in 2017
2 in 2018
1 in 2020
1 in 2021
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20% started in
the kitchen.

WAS THE VICTIM
DISABLED?
60% of victims
were reported to
be disabled.

WHAT WERE
THE FIRE
DEATHS BY
GENDER AND
AGE?

WAS THE VICTIM
A SMOKER?

60% Male
40% Female

75% of smokers
were on oxygen.

20% 0-18 years
20% 45-65 years
60% 65+ years

0% of victims
were under the
influence of
alcohol.

80% of victims
were smokers.

DID THE HOME
HAVE WORKING
SMOKE
ALARMS?
60% Yes
20% No
20% Unknown

*Does not include vehicle fires.

Community outreach and

public engagement
Home Fire Safety Visits
SVFD offered free smoke alarm installations to
all residents in our service area. Visits include an
evaluation of fire hazards, carbon monoxide (CO)
alarm locations, and more.

Virtual Bike Rodeo with Safe Kids Spokane
SVFD and Safe Kids Spokane presented a Virtual
Bike Rodeo! The rodeo is available online at
spokanevalleyfire.com and on YouTube.

Car Seat Safety Check with Safe Kids Spokane
In partnership with Safe Kids Spokane, SVFD opened the
bay doors at the Liberty Lake Fire Station for a free car
seat check event. Certified technicians taught parents
how to keep their children safe while riding in a vehicle.

Fire and Life Safety Talks
SVFD presented to several groups, ranging from young
Cub Scout Packs to groups of older adults. Public
Education around fire and life safety is an important
aspect of Community Risk Reduction.

Online Apartment Managers Safety Program
SVFD offered an online version of the Apartment
Managers Safety Class. The program is designed to help
apartment managers and their employees learn pertinent
safety information and skills for apartment living.

Firefighters in Our Community - 2022 Calendar
SVFD Firefighters serve in a variety of non-profit
organizations throughout the community. A few are
highlighted in the 2022 calendar. The passions of the
Spokane Valley Firefighters are varied, but the serving
spirit is unanimous!

Community Relations
• Subscribe to our newsletter
• Find us on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, YouTube,
LinkedIn, Nextdoor
• Visit our website
• Attend our Board of Fire
Commissioner meetings
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Extrication

Rescue Task Force

SVFD has four Fire Stations that have crews
dedicated to extrication assignments.
Extrication crews use a systematic process
to help remove drivers and passengers
safely from entrapment in vehicles involved
in collisions.

18 Personnel – The SVFD has been an area
leader in fielding all members of the Rescue
Task Force. The RTF, made up of Paramedics
and EMTs, sadly, is the fire service’s
response to criminal mass casualty events.
RTFs regularly train with the Spokane
County Sheriff’s Office SWAT team.

Hazardous Materials
All members of the department are
certified to a basic awareness and
operations level.
The SVFD and adjoining fire districts
in coordination with the Spokane Fire
Department’s Regional Hazardous Materials
Team (and several supporting federal
agencies) provide a unified response to any
hazardous materials response that might
occur in Spokane County.

Helicopter Rescue/Medic
4 HRMs and 1 Active Pilot – They provide
back country medical support and rescue
by helicopter within a one hundred plus
mile radius.
HRMs use a helicopter hoist to reach a
patient for treatment and extraction. The
Spokane Regional Air Support Unit (SRASU)
is the only operation to provide this service
between Snohomish/King Counties in WA to
Kalispell County in Montana.

Ice Rescue
99 Personnel – Fire Crews located in
Stations near bodies of water are trained to
rescue people from the ice and cold water
during winter months. Training is intensive,
laborious, and dangerous and requires the
use of dry suits.
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Technical Rescue
25 Personnel – SVFD’s Special Operations
team is divided into two major areas of
emphasis, Technical Rescue and Water
Rescue. The Tech Rescue team trains weekly
to enhance their skills in the areas of High
Angle, Confined Space and Trench Rescue
scenarios.

Water Rescue
25 Personnel – SVFD’s Special Operations
team is divided into two major areas of
emphasis, Technical Rescue and Water
Rescue. With the Spokane River running
the length of SVFD’s service area, the Water
Rescue team stands ready to provide and/
or assist rescue in both swift and still water
scenarios.

Wildland Fire
31 personnel participated in mobilizations
in 2021. Every firefighter is certified to
the National Wildfire Coordinating Group
Firefighter 2 qualification (NWCG FF II) and
receives annual refresher training (RT – 130).
SVFD equips and staffs two Type 5 Brush
Trucks and one Type 6 Brush Truck for off
road use in the Wildland Urban Interface to
help fight brush and wildland fires. These
small mobile 4WD vehicles can go off road
which helps keep our larger fire apparatus
safe on asphalt.

Special operations
AND RESPONSE
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Fire Administration
2120 N. Wilbur Rd.
Spokane Valley, WA 99206
509-928-1700
spokanevalleyfire.com

